a colour supplement  
a columnist  
a disclosure  
a news stall  
a periodical  
a press lord  
a publication  
a publishing empire  
a readership of two millions  
a reviewer  
a scoop  
a special edition  
a subscriber  
a subscription  
a tabloid  
a women’s magazine  
accurate  
additional  
an issue  
b-monthly  
bookmark  
boring  
bottom / top right / left  
censorship  
consumer magazine  
cover  
daily newspaper  
defamation  
flack press  
fly leaf / first page  
footnote  
from cover to cover  
glossy  
headline  
heavies  
hit news  
independent  
influential  
insert  
lead story / lead news  
lead, space out  
leading article  
left page / other side line  
magazine launch  
magazine publishing  
magazine section  
monthly  
national newspaper  
newsprint paper  
non-paid circulation  
pages  
periodical press  
popular  
press  
press attaché  
press freedom  
professional press  
provincial / national press  
publishation  
readable  
readers  
readership  
recto / first side  
right / left hand page  
rumour  
sandal sheet  
sandalous  
serious  
slandrous  
sunday magazine  
tabloid  
technical press  
the circulation, print run  
the editor  
the editorial  
the editorial staff  
the front page  
the gutter press  
the news in brief  
the power of the press  
the quality press  
the small ads  
the sports column  
the sports editor  
through the medium of the press  
title  
title corner  
to format  
truthfulness  
weekly  
well-informed  
a news agency / a press agency  

USEFUL VERBS  
to censor  
to comment on  
to conclude  
to curtail freedom  
to curtail press freedom  
to defame  
to disclose  
to distribute  
to draw attention to  
to gag  
to influence  
to omit  
to own  
to print off  
to publish  
to report facts  
to review  
to run a paper  
to scoop  
to subscribe to  
to tell lies